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Maria Zemp, real name Giovanna Sfondrini, lives and works in Milan. After studying Advertising
and Visual Design, she worked as an Art Director in Milan for various Advertising Agencies. In
1993 she started her own free lance activity in Advertising Graphics www.sfondrini.it.
In 2011 she decided to come back to a manual and handicraft dimension, canvas, paint-brushes
and colours.
So there are the Modular Object Paintings: unique graphic objects, fully hand-made, in which
graphic experience, individual creativity and search about colours and shapes, combine all
together.
The paintins are signed with the name Maria Zemp, in order to separete from the actity of
Graphic Design Giovanna Sfondrini, two parallel but saparated ways to live graphic creativity.
Modular Object Paintings are at the same time abstract paintings and furniture elements, they
are fully hand painted on canvas, with acrylics colours and modelling past. They consist in
modular sequences: every subject is composed by two or more canvas that can be combined in
different ways, fitting to taste, personal style and change desire.
Besides the suggestions, it’s possible to create other compositions following personal creativity,
thanks to modular sizes and colours, combining together more subjects.
There are three main groups: DOMINO, SQUEARES and WINDOWS.
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The canvas called Domino are canvas (mainly 20×50 cm) combining exactly like a
domino. The single pieces are combined placing side by side two long sides of the
same colour: red with red, black with black…
It’s possible to choose one of the proposed composition or to create a new one.
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They are mainly composed of pairs of paintings, 30 x 30 cm, every pair can be
combined in different ways, horizontal or vertical.
It’s also possible to combine together more pairs, making composition of one or
two lines of 4 paintings.
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They are compositions are set on a white painted wood structure, on which the
canvas can be assembled at pleasure, changing the starting composition.
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Canvas size 20×50 o 30×30: 150 euro (250 the couple)
Size 30×80 e 40×40: 250 euro (420 euro the couple)
Composition: reduction depending the number of paintings.
Windows: from 350 to 1000 euro.
Not including delivery costs o other needs.
For exact cost of compositions mail to mariazemp@sfondrini.it.
To see, choose and buy personally, contact us with an e-mail for a date in Milano or to
inform about on-line buy and home delivery.
For other informations and to see the whole collection visit web site
www.mariazemp.sfondrini.it
Piazza della Repubblica, 26 - 20124 MILANO tel. 3807223672 - mariazemp@sfondrini.it
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